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A comparison of microscopically evaluated orientation of particles with calculated forming rate profiles pro
vided evidence for the effect of the forming rate field on the orientation of particles during mix flow through 
the orifice of the forming machine. The region of disarranged orientation of particles is narrowed down with 
increasing forming rate, and its radius is in good agreement with- the radius corr�sponding to the end of piston 
flow. The calculated mathematical model of the mix flow allows the forming conditions to be controlled, and 
thus various degrees of particle orientation to be achieved. The model approach is convenient for preparing 
materials according to their respective way of use and stressing, because various combinations of particle 
orientation determine the directional strength of ceramics: 

INTRODUCTION 

Mechanical strength represents the basic criterion 
for the quality of technical porcelain. Higher strength 
is achieved in particular by modifying the composi
tion of the porcelain mix, by introducing new forming 
technologies and by optimizing the drying and firing 
processes. 

Whereas the problem of modifying the mix compo
sition has been dealt with by a number of authors [1, 
2, 3, 4], the effect of technology on the final properties 
of porcelain has been paid considerably less attention. 
In the course of forming a plastic porcelain mix con
taining an addition of anisometric a-AliOa particles 
in a vacuum auger, the particles becoµie oriented in 
a cetain part of the body cross section. This part can 
be characterized by a non-zero formation rate gradi
ent, which is proportional to the rate of flow through 
the orifice of the forming device. Calculation of the 
forming rate conditions is possible with the use of 
a mathematical model of the given process. 

The present study had the aim to indicate the pos
sibilities of controlling the mic'rostructure in porce
lain green body containing a-AhOa during its vac
uum auger formation in relation to the resulting me
chanical properties of the.final material. The method 
of mathematical modelling the mix flow through the 
auger orifice was used to express the effect of forming 
parameters on the arising body microstructure. 

THEORETICAL 

Description of the forming of cylindrical bodies is 
associated with mathematical treatment of the flow 
of plastic material through the orifice of the forming 
machine. The process can be simulated as horizontal 
flow of an isotropic incompressible liquid in direction 
x through a tube ha:ving radius R and length L.

On regarding the forming as a contin�ous process 
and if, after start-up, a significant part of the form-
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ing takes place under conditions of steady-state flow 
under isothermal conditions, i.e. the heat generated 
by friction is dissipated ip.to the environment and 
temperature gradients are negligible, the process can 
be described on the basis of the generalized N avier
Stokes equation [5] and the constitutive equation of 
a general viscoplastic fluid in the form 

Ts =To+ I( (dv,)drf , (1) 

where Ts is the shear stress at the tube wall, To is 
the yield stress, I{ is the coefficient of consistency, n

is the flow index, and dv,:/dr is the gradient of the 
deformation rate. 

On the assumption that the flow does not involve 
shear along the tube wall (i.e. V5 = 0, where V5 is 
the rate of low at the tube wall), and the symmetry 
conditions are met, the flow rate profile of a porcelain 
mix passing through a circular orifice of the auger· 
machine can be described by the following equation 
[5]: 

over the interval r0 $ r $ R, To $ Trz $ Ts 

v., (r) = 2L [K1/n (1 + 1/n) Ap] X 

X [(Ts -To)1+l/n - ((rAp/2L)- To)1+l/n] 

and over the interval O $ r $ ro, 0 $ Trz $ To , 

v., (ro) = 2L [Kl/n (1 + 1/n) Ap]-
l x

(2)

(3)

where ro is the radius corresponding to the end of the 
piston flow. It holds that 

ro = (To/Ts) R. (4)
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the constitutive equation of the porcelain mix. 

For the mean flow rate v., it holds that 

(5) 

where �p is the pressure gradient, L is the length of 
tube having radius R.

DETERMINATION OF THE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION 

FOR THE MIX 

The porcelain mix employed contains 30 wt.% of 
a-Ab03 with particles 30 to 40 µm in size, mostly
of platelet form and 26% moisture (related to dry
weight).

The constitutive equation of the mix was deter
mined by the capillary viscometer method, based on 
measuring the dependence of the acting force on the 
mean rate offlow of the mix through a capillary [6, 7]. 

Evaluation of the relationship Trx = f(dv.,/dr) in 
Fig. 1 corresponds to the constitutive equation of 
a general viscoelastic fluid (1) with the following val
ues of the constants: 

To = 16.00 kPa, I{ = 14.57 kPa sn, n = 0.235. 

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFIO\TION OF THE RESULTS 

OBTAINED FROM THE MODEL 

If the particles in a flowing mix become oriented, 
the directional arrangement, in particular of plate
shaped particles, is dete;rmined by the flow-rate field. 
For the mix flow through a circular orifice with radius 
R = 5.5 x 10-3 m and length L = 6 x 10-2 m, the flow
rate profile was calculated from equations (2) and (3) 
over the interval of medium flow rates v E {1.45 x 10-4 

m s-1 ; 4.73 x 10-2 m s-1).

Typical flow rate profiles, e.g. those for the mean 
mix flow rate ii1 = 5.74x 10-3 m s-1 and ii2 = 4.73 x
10-2 m s-1 are plotted in Figs 2 and 3.

The calculated flow-rate profiles indicate that pis
ton flow with a zero rate gradient occurs for the indi
vidual mean flow rates over the radius interval given 
in Table I. 
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Fig. 2. Flow-rate profile for v = 5.74 x 10-
3 m s-1
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Fig. 3. Flow-rate profile for ii= 4.73 x 10-3 m r1 •

Within these radius r intervals, the mix is carried 
in the flow as a whole and its initial disarranged ori
entation of particles must therefore be maintained. In 
contrast to this, over the interval r E {ro j R), orien
tation of particles is brought about by the flow,rate 
gra�ient. 

The parameters evaluat�.d from the model were ver
ified experimentally by forming ceramic oodies from 
a prepared mix at given mean flow rate ii. The bodies 
were then dried at T = 50° C, 55% relative humidity 
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Fig. 4. Arrangement of particles for ii= 5.74 x 10-3 
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Fig. 5. Arrangement of particles for ii = 4. 73 x 10-2 
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Table I 

Intervals of piston flow radii 

Calculated Experimentally 
established 

ii X 103 T E (O; To X 10-3 ) T E (O; To X 10-3 ) 
[m2s-1] [m] [m] 

0.1446 0; 3.26 0 ; 3.40 
2.3600 0 ; 2.41 0; 2.50 
4.7500 0; 2.50 0; 2.50 
5.7400 0; 2.18 0; 2.20 

11.8000 0 ; 1.96 0; 1.80 
47.0000 0; 1.57 0 ; 1.60 

Table II 

Bending strength of green and fired bodies 

ii X 103 
u. r:Tp 

[m s-1] [MPa] [MP� 

0.145 4.6 120.7 
2.360 5.4 125.8 
4.750 6.1 127.7 
5.740 6.2 129.8 

11.800 6.8 135.1 

and an air flow rate of 1.2 ms-1. The bodies were
fired in oxidizing atmosphere at 1230°C for 0.5 hour. 
The fired bodies were cut axially lengthwise, and the 
orientation of P.articles was evaluated microscopically 
(Figs. 4 and 5). The radius ro corresponds to the tran
sition of random oriented to arranged platelets. 

The microscopically evaluated intervals of radii 
with piston flow are listed in Table I. 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BODIES 

The bending strength of bodies formed at various 
rates was determined in green state (crs) as well as in 
the fired one (cr

p
), The results are given in Table II. 

CONCLUSION 

A comparison of microscopically established orien
tation of particles with calculated flow-rate profil� 
proved an effect of the flow-rate field on the orienta,. 
tion of plate-formed particles during mix flow. The 
region of disarranged orientation of particles ( ro in 
radius) is narrowed down with increasing medium 
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forming flow rate, generally in good agreement with 
radius ro corresponding to the end of piston flow. In 
other words, with increasing rate of forming the thick
ness of surface layer containing oriented particles in
creases towards the body axis. This phenomenon is 
associated with a distinct increase in green bending 
strength, and a partial increase in the fired bending 
strength. 

The findings show that mechanical strength of tech
nical porcelain is not solely a question of the raw ma
terial composition of the mix, but can be also affected 
by the technology employed in the forming of plastic 
mixes. 

The mathematical model of the mix flow allows the 
forming conditions to be controlled and a certain ori
entation of particles to be achieved. In this way it is 
possible to ensure unidirectional orientation of parti
cles throughout the body or only in the surface layers 
of the body. 

The model procedure therefore allows materials to 
be modified according to their prospective use and 
stressing, because various combinations 9f orientation 
determine the directional strength of ceramics. 
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RfZENf MIKROSTRUKTURY PORCELANU PRI 
TVAROVANf PLASTICKYCH SMESf 

Jnu HAvRDA, JANA TRAvNicKovi, EvA GREaoRovi 

Vysoka skola chemicko-t;chnologicka, Ustav skla 
a keramiky, Technicka 5, 166 28 Praha 6 

Cilem pra.ce bylo stanoveni matematickeho modelu to
ku plasticke keramicke smesi ustim vakuoveho snekoveho 
lisu k piedpovedi orientace destickovitych ca.stic. 

V telesech vytvarovanych pii ruznych rychlostech byla 
mikroskopicky vyhodnocena orientace ia.stic a stanovena 
pevnost ;, ohybu po suseni a po vypalu. 

. Z porovna.ni experimenta.lne urceneho uspoia.da.ni ca.s
tic s odpovidajicimi vypoctenymi oblastmi uspoia.dane 
a neuspoia.dane orientace ca.stic vyplynulo potvrzeni vlivu 
rychlostniho pole na orientaci ca.stic. 

S rostouci stiedni rychlosti tvarova.ni se zuzuje oblast 
neuspoia.dane orientace ca.stic, jejiz polomer je V dobre 
shade s polomerem odpovidajicim konci pistoveho toku. 

Dale byl potvrzen vliv rychlostniho pole na smerovou 
mechanickou pevnost keramiky. 

Vypocteny matematicky model toku smesi ustim vy
tvileciho zaffzeni umozii.uje ffzeni podIJ}lllek tvarova.ni 
a dosazeni ruzne orientace ca.stic. 

Modelovy pffstup umoziiuje piipravovat materia.ly pod
le zpusobu uziti a nama.ha.ni, nebof ruzna. kombinace 
orientace ca.stic urcuje smerovou mechanickou pevnost ke
ramiky. 

Obr. 1. Graf konstitutivn{ rovnice porcelanove smesi. 
Obr. 2. Rychlostn{ profil pro v = 5, 74 x 10-3 m.s-1

• 

Obr. 3. Rychlostn{ profil pro v = 4, 73 x 10-2 m.s-1
• 

Obr. 4. Uspofadan{ castic pro v = 5, 74 x 10-
2 m.r1

• 

Obr. 5. Uspofadan{ castic pro if= 4, 73 x 10-
2 m.r1
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